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Real-space investigation of hydrogen dissociation at step sites of vicinal Si„001… surfaces
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H2 adsorption on vicinal silicon~001! surfaces with double atomic heightDB steps has been investigated
using scanning tunneling microscopy. At room temperature, the only observable reaction is dissociative ad-
sorption at step sites. This process leads to H adsorption at pairs of adjacent step atoms aligned with the dimer
rows of the upper terrace. The sticking probability is found to increase at sites next to those already occupied
by adsorbed H, as manifested in a strongly nonstatistical distribution of occupied pairs of dangling bonds. At
elevated surface temperature, dissociative adsorption is also observed to occur at the complementary pairs of
step atoms.
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The nature of vicinal surfaces is a subject of great inte
and importance because of the distinctive properties ex
ited by atoms at step sites compared to those comprising
ideal surface. This difference plays a critical role, for e
ample, in metal catalysts where the lower coordination of
step sites may significantly increase their reactivity.1,2 Steps
also are of obvious relevance in the preparation of thin fil
where the step-flow mode of growth yields uniform overla
ers and single-domain surfaces.3 For the case of silicon sur
faces, the interaction of hydrogen at the step sites has b
shown to be significant in the growth of single-crystal silic
films by gas-source molecular beam epitaxy.4

In addition to its technological importance, hydrogen
silicon is an intriguing system from the fundamental point
view, and has emerged as a model for interactions of ad
bates on covalently bonded surfaces. One of the strik
characteristics of this system is the phenomenon of phon
assisted sticking in which the probability for dissociative a
sorption of H2 increases dramatically with increasing surfa
temperature.5,6 This behavior may be attributed to a stron
dependence of the adsorption barrier height on the coo
nates of the atoms comprising the Si surface. It has fur
been suggested that changes in the local structure of
Si~001! surface induced either by predosed hydrogen7–9 or
by steps10 lead to an increase by several orders of magnit
in the H2 sticking coefficient. The latter effect may be e
plained in terms of a sharply reduced barrier for adsorptio
the DB step sites, as found in density-functional theo
~DFT! calculations.10

In this Rapid Communication we present a real-sp
study of adsorption of molecular hydrogen on vicinal Si~001!
surfaces by means of scanning tunneling microscopy~STM!.
The reaction pathway leading to the sharply enhanced p
ability for adsorption is identified and found to be a diss
ciative process leading to the production of pairs of adsor
H atoms on adjacent rebonded Si atoms comprising theDB
step edges. From the STM observations, we are able to
tablish the reactivity at each of the two inequivalent pairs
step atoms and to examine the relative importance of e
channel at different surface temperatures. A striking ad
tional finding is the propensity of the adsorbed hydrog
atoms to form 1-D chains along the step edges. These ex
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mental data may be understood and modeled in terms o
increased reactivity at vacant step sites situated next to th
already occupied by H atoms. The results of these invest
tions highlight the remarkable sensitivity of reactions on t
model covalent system to the local surface structure. T
findings of these experiments also cast light on the beha
for flat surfaces and thereby provide general information
the driving force for reactions on covalently-bonde
surfaces.

The experiments were carried out in an ultrahigh vacu
chamber equipped with a commercial scanning tunneling
croscope. The preparation of the Si~001! sample (n-type, 10
V cm!, miscut 5.5° towards the@110# direction, was per-
formed as described previously7 and yielded a defect and
contamination level well below 1%. For H2 dosing, the
chamber was back-filled with gas of 99.9999% purity th
was passed through a liquid-nitrogen cooled trap to fre
out residual water vapor. During exposure of H2, all fila-
ments were switched off to eliminate production of H atom
The base pressure during experiments was<5310211 mbar.
With respect to the STM data, we note that the surface te
perature was always maintained at a sufficiently low value
as to avoid surface diffusion of H during the course of t
experiments. Thus, the STM images may be regarded a
flecting the initial adsorbate distribution on the surface.

As shown in Fig. 1, the STM images of the clean surfa
exhibit well-ordered 231 terraces of approximately seve
dimers width that are separated by steps perpendicular to
dimer rows. Most of the steps can be identified as doub
height rebondedDB steps,11–14 which are characterized b
the presence of an additional trigonally bonded Si atom
the step edge that serves to minimize the number of dang
bonds ~Fig. 1, inset!. In addition, other types of steps ar
present at lower concentration. As seen in Fig. 1~and Fig. 3!,
these are principally the shortest possible combination
single-height rebondedSB

R and single-heightSA steps formed
at the kinks ofDB steps to avoid energetically less favorab
segments ofDA steps.11,12

The result of exposing the room-temperature surface
moderate dose of 230 L of H2 is displayed in the occupied
state image of Fig. 2~a!. It can be readily seen that reaction
occur only at the step edges, where pairs of the unrea
©2001 The American Physical Society15-1
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dangling bonds of the buckled rebonded step atoms appe
bright features.12,13The dark regions marked A, B, and C a
interpreted as the result of the adsorption of one, two,
three pairs of H on the rebonded step atoms. The dimer
the upper and lower terraces remain unchanged in this
age. The unoccupied state image in Fig. 2~b! provides addi-
tional information about the exact adsorption sites. In t
image, pairs of dangling bonds of Si dimers at the edge
the upper terrace and from the rebonded Si atoms at the
edge appear as bright spots.14 Hydrogen adsorption simulta
neously eliminates the bright features associated both
the dimers of the upper terrace adjoining the step and w
rebonded step atoms themselves. Taken in combination
the occupied-state image, this behavior indicates that ads
tion takes place dissociatively at two rebonded step ato
that are aligned with the dimer rows of the upper terra
~pair 1 in Fig. 1!. The reduction of the unoccupied states
the first terrace dimers may be explained by charge redi
bution induced by hydrogen adsorption on the step sites

To further strengthen our interpretation of the STM im
ages, we dosed the surface with atomic hydrogen to a c
erage of about 10%. The unoccupied-state image of Fig.~c!
indicates that single H atoms adsorbed at step sites pro
only a small dark spot, distinguishable from that resulti
from H2 adsorption in part~b!. We can therefore exclude th
possibility that the dark feature B in Fig. 2 actually corr
sponds to the adsorption of a single molecule of H2 at a pair
of dangling bonds located between the dimer rows of
upper terrace~pair 2 in Fig. 1!. Rather, it arises from the
adsorption of two H2 molecules at adjacent pairs of type
dangling bonds.

FIG. 1. Occupied-state STM image of the clean Si~001!
5.5°→@110# surface taken at a sample bias ofU522.2 V and a
tunneling current ofI 50.7 nA. The ends of the dimer rows perpe
dicular to theDB steps appear somewhat brighter than the ot
terrace dimers. The bright features between the terraces corres
to two of the buckled, rebonded step atoms. A ball-and-stick mo
of the step is shown in the inset, with those silicon atoms hav
dangling bonds drawn in a darker shade. The two types of inequ
lent pairs of adjacent rebonded step atoms are indicated.
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A further interesting aspect of the experimental data c
cerns the observation of correlated adsorption along the
edge. This effect is apparent in the data of Fig. 3 wher
higher hydrogen dose has been applied to the roo
temperature surface. The correlation manifests itself in
formation of long continuous rows of adsorbed hydroge
The effect is clear from a comparison of the experimen
data ~solid bars of Fig. 4! and the prediction of a purely
statistical distribution of a sample Langmuir adsorpti
model~shaded bars in Fig. 4!. The experimental ratio for the
prevalence of chains of five pairs compared to that of sin
pairs, for example, exceeds the statistical value by a facto
six. The experimental data suggest the existence of an
hanced sticking coefficient at sites adjacent to occupied o
Using a modified Langmuir model with two sticking coeffi
cients,s0

1 for adsorption sites without ands0
2533s0

1 for sites
with occupied neighbors, we are able to reproduce the
perimental distribution~open bars in Fig. 4!. The experimen-
tal dependence of coverage on the hydrogen exposure sh
in the inset of Fig. 4 can also be explained by this mod
Both the experimental and simulated up-take curves yield
extended quasilinear behavior as a result of the competi

r
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g
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FIG. 2. ~a! Occupied state image after a dose of 230 L H2. One,
two, and three of the bright features are quenched and an elong
of the adjoining bright spots is observed.~b! Unoccupied state im-
age@U510.8 V, I 50.5 nA, also in~c! and~d!# of the same frame
as in ~a!. The bright features correspond to the last set of terr
dimers and the rebonded atoms of the step edge. Hydrogen r
with the step sites located in line with the dimers of the upp
terrace, the brightness of the first of which is also reduced u
hydrogen adsorption.~c! Image of a silicon surface predosed wi
10% atomic hydrogen. The positions marked with arrows indic
single hydrogen atoms, each saturating one dangling bond of a
bonded step atom. The adjacent step atoms are found to be un
enced under these tunneling conditions. The bright spots on
terraces are single dangling bonds adjacent to a hydrogen ato
the opposite side of the same dimer.~d! Adsorption of molecular
hydrogen at a surface temperatureTs5500 K. Circles indicate the
presence of a second adsorption site at the offset pairs of step a
~type 2!.
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between an increasing number of sites with higher reacti
and a decrease of the overall number of available adsorp
sites. From the initial slope, a sticking coefficient ofs0
54•1024 per site is deduced, in good agreement with p
viously reported data.10,15

For an increased surface temperature ofTs5500 K, the
overall sticking coefficient increases by a factor of six. Als
as shown in Fig. 2~d!, adsorption can be seen at sites co
sisting of the offset pairs of step atoms~pair 2 in Fig. 1!. At
500 K the sticking coefficient for these sites was found to
about 10 to 20 times lower thans0 at the step atoms aligne
with the upper terrace~pair 1!. The results just presente
may be considered both in terms of the proposed adsorp
channels at the step sites and with respect to hydrogen
sorption on clean and predosed terraces of Si~001!.

The finding of a high sticking coefficient at the step sit
at low surface temperatures is in good agreement with ea
second-harmonic generation measurements.10 The present
data complement the earlier results by providing direct e
dence that dissociative adsorption occurs on the rebon
step atoms. The role of the rebonded step atoms in the
sorption process was in fact predicted by density functio
calculations.10 These calculations, performed in an adiaba
approximation that allows for full relaxation of the position
of the silicon atoms along the reaction pathway, indicate
barrierless pathway for dissociative adsorption. Indeed,
actual barrier height must be quite low since adsorption
curs readily. Recent measurements indicate, however,
presence of a finite barrier,9 which agrees well with the in-
crease of the sticking probability with surface temperat

FIG. 3. 20320 nm2 image at negative sample bias (U522.2 V,
I 50.5 nA! after an exposure to 450 L of H2. Hydrogen has ad-
sorbed at 65% of theDB step sites. The formation of rows of satu
rated~full line! and unsaturated~dotted line! dangling bonds is ob-
servable. Most of the remaining unsaturated dangling bonds ap
unbuckled. All hydrogen is adsorbed at pairs of step atoms alig
with the upper dimer row. Additionally theSB

R-SA step configura-
tion is present~dashed line, all except the two left most rebond
atoms are hydrogen terminated!.
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from which an activation energy ofEa50.1 eV has been
deduced.10 We interpret this behavior in terms of a phono
assisted sticking process: For an appropriate arrangeme
the silicon atoms, the adsorption barrier is assumed to
negligible, in accordance with the DFT calculations. Sin
the substrate atoms do not fully relax during the motion
the light hydrogen atoms, a finite barrier is still expected
a realistic trajectory. With increasing surface temperatu
however, there is a greater likelihood of the Si surface ato
being in more favorable positions, hence the activation w
surface temperature. The lower sticking probability at t
pairs of type 2 and the stronger activation with temperat
for these sites suggest that the equilibrium configuration
the Si atoms for this pathway is less favorable than for
pairs of type 1.

The influence of occupied adsorption sites on unsatura
dangling bonds and their adsorption behavior can be un
stood in a similar fashion. As described in Ref. 10, calcu
tions indicate that the motion of step atoms towards a sy
metric configuration favors the adsorption process. T
effect can be achieved by thermal excitation, but also app
to occur at sites adjacent to H-terminated step atoms. T
may be seen in Fig. 2~a! where the bright features associat
with the dangling bonds of the step atoms adjacent to oc
pied sites assume a more elongated shape. The cha
which is taken as indicative of a relaxation of the buckling
the step atoms and a charge redistribution, is also appare
most of the unsaturated dangling bonds in Fig. 3 and ill
trated in Fig. 5. This modification may be static or dynam
~flipping between two buckled configurations! in character.

ar
d

FIG. 4. Distribution of the chain length of saturated danglin
bond pairs in a 30330 nm2 frame ~black bars! compared to the
results of Monte Carlo simulation with~i! s0 equal for each adsorp
tion site~shaded bars! and~ii ! adsorption three times more likely o
sites next to a saturated dangling-bond pair~unfilled bars!. Inset:
Uptake curve during hydrogen exposure at a surface temperatu
Ts5300 K ~dots!. The dashed curve indicates a pure Langm
adsorption with a single initial sticking coefficient. The solid lin
was found using the same simulation as shown in the main fig
5-3
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In either case, a configuration results that is easier to
brought to that of a more symmetric transition state, with
concomitant increase in adsorption probability.

The results presented above fit very well in our gene
picture of hydrogen adsorption on silicon surfaces:6,7,9,10Ac-
tivation with surface temperature indicates that distorted
tice configurations lead to a reduction of the mean bar
height. This effect is less pronounced at step sites due to
lower adsorption barrier for the equilibrium geometry. Sim
larly, static distortions can increase reactivity for bo
terrace7,9,16and the step sites. In the former case, predose
atoms induce dangling-bond states~dbs! near the Fermi
level, which lower the barrier for dissociation over tw
dimers.9,17 For the step sites, the enhanced reactivity indu
by adsorbed H atoms described above can be attributed

FIG. 5. Pseudo-3D rendering of one of the step edges in
2~a! and a ball-and-stick model with filled, half-filled, and emp
dangling-bond states at unreacted Si atoms.
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similar electronic structure, i.e., symmetrization of the
step atoms and a strongly reduced band splitting.10 In con-
trast, a different mechanism appears to be responsible fo
recently reported enhancement in reactivity of single i
lated, untilted dimers.8 The p-like bonding between the db
should prevent any significant reduction of the band splitt
in this case.9

In summary, we have observed directly the dissociat
adsorption process of H2 on the stepped Si~001! surface by
means of STM. A low barrier pathway is found leading
adsorption of H atoms on pairs of rebonded step ato
which are aligned with the dimer rows of the upper terra
At a higher surface temperature, a second pathway beco
accessible involving the offset pairs of step atoms. The re
tivity at the steps, already much higher than that for the
surface, can be increased both by activation through sur
temperature and through static configurational changes
duced by the interaction between occupied sites and uns
ated dangling bonds. These characteristics, which resem
ones found for hydrogen on flat silicon surfaces, confirm
importance of the lattice degrees of freedom in the reac
dynamics of covalently-bonded surfaces.
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